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Abstract

This paper provides an analysis of the debt burden of Russian companies and raises 
the issue of debt-level heterogeneity across economic sectors. To identify the causes of 
this heterogeneity, it estimates a regression model that includes both fundamental ex-

fully explain the variation in the debt levels of companies in different sectors. According 

between fundamental factors and companies’ debt levels. An understanding of the forma-
tion process and structure of debt burden in individual industries is extremely important 

reserved.

 debt burden, capital structure, sector analysis, microdata of Russian companies, emerging 
markets.

1. Introduction

The development and implementation of an effective monetary policy calls for 
a profound understanding of lending processes and the debt burden at the compa-

 
-
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on the sustainable development of companies and economic sectors. A large debt 
burden objectively constrains lending on both supply and demand sides.

-
cumulation creates additional risks to the resilience of the banking system and 

high levels of debt undermine the ability of the central bank to have an impact on 
the economy. 

should be noted. A number of studies have proven the negative relationship be-

(Sholomitskaya, 2016). The effect observed has a varying impact according to 
the phase of the economic cycle. In crisis and post-crisis periods, the correlation 
between these factors becomes stronger. This effect must be taken into account in 

debt level varies strongly according to type of economic activity (Donets and 
Ponomarenko, 2015). It is important to understand if the heterogeneity observed 

accumulation because credit supply and demand shocks have a strong impact on 
economic activity. The debt overhang in some sectors or lack of debt in others 

This study presents the results of an analysis of fundamental and industry 

analysis method based on the data of Russian companies, we determined that 
-

den; however, they do not account for all of the debt heterogeneity. The results 

values of the debt burden in individual sectors.
-

capital structure and debt level. Section 3 outlines brief data descriptions and 
the research hypothesis. Section 4 presents the main results and their economic 
interpretation. The paper concludes with Section 5. The Appendix contains ad-
ditional details of the model estimation.

2. Literature review

Debt burden is directly related to the concept of capital structure. The capital 
structure of a company is the ratio between its equity and borrowed funds. A large 
number of research papers have been dedicated to determining an optimal capi-

the optimal capital structure and factors affecting decisions regarding this structure. 
The majority of theories are based on the Modigliani-Miller theorem on the in-

dependence of a company’s value from its capital structure; that is, for com-
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